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THE PROCEEDINGS 
This appeal by defendants-petitioners Stouffer 
Foods Corporation and Liberty Mutual Insurance Company is 
from an Order of the Industrial Commission of Utah, dated 
February 22, 1990. This court has jurisdiction over this 
appeal pursuant to Utah Code Annotated, §§ 35-1-86 and 
78-2a-3(2)(a) (1953, as amended), and Rule 14 of the Rules of 
the Utah Court of Appeals. 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR DECISION ON APPEAL 
1. Whether the development of carpal tunnel 
syndrome after less than five days of washing equipment with 
a high-pressure water hose meets the higher standard of 
legal causation (unusual or extraordinary exertion) as required 
by Allen v. Industrial Commission, 729 P.2d 15 (Utah 1986)? 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Action 
Mr, Gre - claims to be entitled to temporary total 
disability and meuical benefits as a resul* of his 
employment at Stouffer Foods Corporation. On this appeal, 
Stouffer Foods Corporation and Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Company contend that Mr. Green, who developed carpal tunnel 
syndrome after less than five days on the job, did not meet the 
higher standard of legal causation and, therefore, is not 
entitled to workers' compensation benefits. 
B. Disposition Below 
A formal hearing was held on February 8, 1988, in 
front of Administrative Law Judge Janet L. Moffitt. (R. 
at 22.) On July 18, 1989, the administrative law judge issued 
her Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order in which she 
awarded Mr. Green temporary total disability compensation as 
well as medical expenses. (R. at 119-123, attached hereto as 
Exhibit "A.") Defendants Stouffer Foods Corporation and 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company timely filed a Motion for 
Re w on August 16, 1989. (R. at 125-131, attached hereto as 
Ex. -it "B.") On February 22, 1990, the Industrial Commission 
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of Utah issued its Order denying defendants' Motion for 
Review. (R. at 164-166, attached hereto as Exhibit f,C.lf) To 
perfect this appeal, petitioners timely filed a Petition for 
Review with this court on March 21, 1990, and a Docketing 
Statement on April 10, 1990. (R. at 168-181.) 
C, Statement of Facts 
1. Mr. Curtis C. Green was born on January 5, 
1966. (R. at 1.) When employed by Stouffer Foods, Mr. Green 
was twenty-one years old. 
2. Prior to working at Stouffer Foods, 
Mr. Green played collegiate football. (R. at 47-53.) During 
the spring of 1987, Mr. Green participated in spring football 
training at Dixie College. Id. Following spring training, 
Mr. Green was hopeful of being a running back at Brigham 
Young University and worked out with the BYU football team 
during the summer of 1987. Id. These "workouts" consisted 
of lifting weights and conditioning exercises. Id. The 
applicant testified that he could squat (weight-lift) up to 7 00 
pounds and could bench-press up to 200 pounds. (R. at 51.) 
3. Mr. Green began working for Stouffer Foods 
on August 31, 1987. (R. at 30.) Mr. Green was responsible for 
disassembling food processing equipment and cleaning that 
equipment with high-pressure water hoses. (R. at 28-32.) 
Mr. Green would then reassemble the machinery for the next 
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day's production. IcL The nozzle and hose used by Mr. Green 
were similar to an ordinary gas pump, although the water 
pressure was significantly greater. Id. 
4. After only his fourth day on the job, 
Mr. Green experienced pain in his hands and wrists. (R. at 
3 0.) He reported his complaints to the eirrloyer's nurse and 
was eventually referred to Dr. Williams. .*. at 3 3.) 
Mr. Green testified that the pain in his wrists and hands did 
not materially improve after September 4, 1987. (R. at 
60-61.) Mr. Green continued to work for approximately one 
month at which time he saw Dr. James Steele, who diagnosed 
bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome and recommended surgery. (R. 
at 85.) Thereafter, Dr. Steele performed surgery on the 
right wrist on November 4, 1987. (R. at 91.) 
5. Through his employer, Mr. Green has major 
medical health coverage. (R. at 66.) Some of Mr. Green's 
medical expenses were submitted to his major medical carrier 
but have been denied pending a determination of his workers' 
compensation claim. If Mr. Green's carpal tunnel syndrome is 
not a compensable industrial injury, then Mr. Green's major 
medical health coverage will pay Mr. Green's medical expenses. 
Id. 
6. Applications for Hearing were filed by 
Mr. Green on November 18, 1987. Mr. Green claimed entitlement 
to medical expenses and temporary total disability benefits as 
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a result of his carpal tunnel syndrome. (R. at 4-6.) On or 
about December 14, 1987, Stouffer Foods Corporation and Liberty 
Mutual Insurance Company answered Mr. Green's applications, 
denying compensability on the grounds that Mr. Green's carpal 
tunnel syndrome could not have developed in the first four days 
of his employment with Stouffer Foods. (R. at 12-19.) 
7. A hearing was held in front of Administrative 
Law Judge Janet L. Moffitt on February 8, 1988. Mr. Green 
testified that he commenced employment on August 31, 1987. On 
September 4, 1987, he began to experience pain in his hands and 
wrists although he also stated that he had never previously 
experienced that type of pain, despite the fact that he had 
actively lifted weights and trained with the BYU football 
team during the summer prior to his employment with Stouffer 
Foods. (R. at 30-31, 48-52.) Finally, the applicant admitted 
that he submitted his medical expenses to his major medical 
insurance carrier. (R. at 66.) 
8. Following the hearing, Mr. Green was 
evaluated by Dr. Wallace E. Hess. Dr. Hess was asked whether 
the applicant's work activities were a contributing cause to 
Mr. Green's bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome. (R. at 79.) 
Dr. Hess answered that query affirmatively, but gave the 
following explanation: 
There is no evidence in the literature or 
in this surgeon's experience that manual 
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labor causes carpal tunnel syndrome. . . . 
It is this examiner's opinion gained over a 
long period of treating this syndrome that 
the applicant most likely aggravated or 
brought to light a preexisting condition 
such as a family tendency toward this 
problem, a smaller than normal carpal 
tunnel, a tendency or predisposition toward 
tenosynovitis, etc. 
(R. at 79, emphasis in original.) (Dr. Hess's evaluation is 
attached hereto as Exhibit ,fD.") 
9. Thereafter, the administrative law judge 
submitted the case to a medical panel consisting of 
Drs. Madison H. Thomas and Boyd G. Holbrook. (R. at 
107-108.) The medical panel report found a medically 
demonstrable causal connection between Mr. Green's carpal 
tunnel symptomatology and his employment at Stouffer Foods. 
(R. at 115.) (The medical panel report is attached as Exhibit 
lfE.") Importantly, however, the medical panel independently 
concurred with the opinion given by Dr. Hess. Id. The 
medical panel commented as follows: 
While the early medical literature 
suggested a lack of any linkage between 
occupational activities and carpal tunnel 
symptoms, more recent literature documents 
a significant relationship in certain kinds 
of utilization of the upper extremities in 
work. The description of the applicant's 
activities and the time frame relationships 
appear consistent with this formulation of 
having been secondary to the work. It 
seems likely that had it not been for this 
or some other activity, the symptoms may 
have remained quiescent, although there may 
-6-
be some inherent susceptibility which 
occurs in some families. 
(R. at 115.) The medical panel further indicated that the 
applicant would have no permanent impairment as a result of the 
carpal tunnel surgery. (R. at 116.) 
10. On July 18, 1989, the administrative law 
judge issued her Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and 
Order. (R. at 119-123.) The administrative law judge adopted 
the medical panel report and found that the applicant was 
suffering from a preexisting condition. (R. at 121.) The 
administrative law judge also found that Mr. Green's employment 
activities were extraordinary and unusual, and based upon that 
finding, awarded workers' compensation benefits to Mr. Green. 
(R. at 121-123.) 
11. On August 16, 1989, Stouffer Foods and 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company timely filed a Motion for 
Review before the Industrial Commission of Utah. (R. at 
125-132.) In that Motion for Review, defendants argued that 
Mr. Green's employment activities did not satisfy the higher 
standard of legal causation — unusual or extraordinary 
exertion — as defined in Allen v. Industrial Commission, 729 
P.2d 15 (Utah 1986). (R. at 129-131.) As support, defendants 
cited Denniston v. Pepperidae Farm. Case No. 87000657 
(Utah Industrial Commission 1988) (attached as Exhibit ,fFlf) . 
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On February 22, 1990, the Industrial Commission of Utah denied 
defendants' Motion for Review. (R. at 164.) 
12. On March 21, 1990, petitioners timely filed a 
Petition for Review with this court. (R. at 168.) Petitioners 
timely filed their Docketing Statement on April 10, 1990. (R. 
at 178.) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The issue on this appeal is whether Mr. Green 
sustained a compensable industrial injury as a result of his 
employment at Stouffer Foods Corporation. Because Mr. Green 
had a preexisting condition, he is required to demonstrate that 
his employment contributed something substantial to increase 
the risk he faced in everyday life because of his preexisting 
propensity for injury. Allen. 729 P.2d at 25. 
The applicable standard of review for this mixed 
question of law and fact "necessarily involves an independent 
judgment of the reasonableness of the [Industrial Commission's] 
decision." Utah Dept. of Admin. Serv. v. Public Serv. 
Comm'n. 658 P.2d 601, 611 (Utah 1983). Because carpal 
tunnel syndrome is a progressive injury, the Allen legal 
causation standard contemplates a durational requirement. In 
contrast, Mr. Green was employed less than five days when he 
"developed" his carpal tunnel syndrome while working at 
Stouffer Foods. Under the totality of these circumstances, the 
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higher standard of legal causation cannot be established; there 
is simply an insufficient legal connection between the duration 
of Mr. Green's employment and his development of carpal tunnel 
syndrome. 
In addition, Mr. Green's employment activities, did 
not meet the higher standard of legal causation — unusual or 
extraordinary exertion — as a matter of law. Mr. Green 
testified that he was required to disassemble, wash and 
reassemble food processing equipment. Mr. Green performed 
those activities for less than five days. At that time, he 
developed carpal tunnel syndrome. On this appeal, petitioners 
contend that, as a matter of law, the totality of Mr. Green's 
work activities do not constitute unusual or extraordinary 
exertion. Denniston v. Pepperidae Farm. Case No. 
87000657 (Utah Industrial Commission 1988). 
A R G U M E N T S 
POINT I 
STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR MIXED QUESTIONS OF LAW AND FACT 
The only issue on this appeal is whether Mr. Green 
met the higher standard of legal causation by showing that 
his employment contributed something substantial to increase 
the risk he already faced in everyday life because of his 
preexisting condition. Allen, 729 P.2d at 25. 
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In Price River Coal Company v. Industrial 
Commission, 731 P.2d 1079 (Utah 1986), the Utah Supreme Court 
analyzed this issue and concluded that it involves both a 
factual finding and a mixed question of law and fact: 
The question of whether the employment 
activities of a given employee are 
sufficient to satisfy the legal standard of 
unusual or extraordinary effort involves 
two steps. First, the agency must 
determine as a matter of fact exactly what 
were the employment-related activities of 
the injured employee. Second, the agency 
must decide whether those activities 
amounted to unusual or extraordinary 
exertion. The second determination is a 
mixed question of law and fact. 
Id. at 1082. Thus, this appeal involves a review of (1) the 
factual findings regarding the details of Mr. Green's 
employment activities, and more importantly, (2) the mixed 
question of law and fact regarding whether the duration of 
those employment activities satisfies the higher Allen 
standard of unusual or extraordinary exertion. 
On this appeal, petitioners do not dispute the 
administrative law judge's factual findings. Rather, the issue 
on appeal centers on the mixed question of law and fact: 
whether Mr. Green's employment at Stouffer Foods for less than 
five days contributed something substantial to cause 
Mr. Green's development of carpal tunnel syndrome. 
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In reviewing mixed questions of law and fact, the 
Industrial Commission's application of the facts to the 
underlying legal principles cannot exceed the bounds of 
reasonableness and rationality: 
The degree of deference extended to the 
decisions of the Commission on [mixed 
questions of law and fact] has been given 
various expressions, but all are variations 
of the idea that the Commission's decisions 
must fall within the limits of 
reasonableness or rationality• 
Utah Dept. of Admin. Serv. v. Public Serv. Comm'n. 
658 P.2d 601, 611 (Utah 1983). In other words, the decision of 
the Industrial Commission must be reasonable in light of the 
statutory setting in which it operates. Toward that end, 
ff[j Judicial review necessarily involves an independent 
judgment of the reasonableness of the agency decision." Id. 
at 611 (emphasis added). 
POINT II 
THE ALLEN LEGAL CAUSATION STANDARD CONTEMPLATES 
A MINIMUM DURATIONAL REQUIREMENT WHEN ANALYZING 
PROGRESSIVE INJURIES. 
In Allen v. Industrial Commission, the Utah Supreme 
Court set forth a revised framework to analyze Utah workers' 
compensation claims. The court defined the term "accident" as 
well as medical and legal causation. Allen, 729 P.2d at 22, 
25, 27. The higher standard of legal causation must be met 
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when a worker has a preexisting condition that contributes to 
an industrial injury. Id. at 25. 
To establish the higher standard of legal causation, 
the employee must prove that the exertion required by the 
employment: 
contributed something substantial to 
increase the risk [the worker] already 
faced in everyday life because of his [or 
her] condition. This additional element of 
risk in the work place is usually supplied 
by an exertion greater than that undertaken 
in normal, everyday life. This extra 
exertion serves to offset the preexisting 
condition of the employee as a likely cause 
of the injury, thereby eliminating claims 
for impairments resulting from a personal 
risk rather than exertions at work. 
Allen, 729 P.2d at 25. The higher standard of legal 
causation "is designed to screen out those injuries that result 
from a personal condition which the worker brings to the job, 
rather than from exertions required of the employee in the work 
place." Price River Coal, 731 P.2d at 1082 (citing Allen. 
729 P.2d at 25)• 
Where an accident occurs at an identifiable point, 
the analysis developed by the Utah Supreme Court in Allen 
works well. For example, when an employee aggravates a 
preexisting low back condition, that employee must show that 
the aggravation was brought about by work-related exertion 
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greater than that undertaken in everyday, nonemployment 
life. Allen, 729 P.2d at 25. 
In contrast, progressive or gradual injuries — i.e., 
those that result from performing an ordinary or simple task 
repetitively over a long period — do not fit as well within 
the Allen framework because these types of injuries are not 
generally caused at any identifiable point. Accordingly, the 
worker is usually unable to pinpoint anything concrete or 
extraordinary that caused the injury. In this situation, the 
employee must convince an administrative law judge that the 
injury resulted from "repeated trauma." 3 Larson, Workmen's 
Compensation (Desk Ed.) § 39.40 at 7-69 (1989). In isolation, 
individual traumas would not be considered unusual or 
extraordinary; however, when taken as a whole, their cumulative 
effect becomes sufficient to satisfy the legal causation 
standard, id. In other words, repetitive trauma can be used 
to prove that the injury is the result of employment-related 
risk rather than personal risk. 
Carpal tunnel syndrome is a progressive injury which 
typically occurs after a long history of performing a 
repetitive task with the upper extremity. See e.g., 
Peoria County Belwood Nursing Home v. Industrial Comm'n, 
505 N.E. 2d 1026 (111. 1987) (carpal tunnel syndrome developed 
after operating two large washing machines for twelve years in 
a laundry room); Johnson v. Spectra Physics, 712 P.2d 125 
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(Or. Ct. App. 1985) (carpal tunnel syndrome developed following 
a thirteen-year career using industrial hand tools); 
McLaughlin v. Self-Insurance Serv., 361 N.W. 2d 585 
(Neb. 1985) (carpal tunnel syndrome developed after nine 
years of operating an 850 Whizard knife used to trim fat from 
hams); Downes v. IVP, Inc., 691 P.2d 42 (Kan. Ct. App. 
1984) (carpal tunnel syndrome developed after hourly handling 
of approximately 500 pieces of meat weighing eight to twelve 
pounds each for two years); Matter of Compensation of Brewer, 
650 P.2d 947 (Or. Ct. App. 1982) (carpal tunnel syndrome 
developed after approximately four years of typing). 
To establish legal causation, employees with 
preexisting conditions who develop carpal tunnel syndrome on 
the job must convince the administrative law judge that the 
exertion required at the work place was a significant 
precipitating component which brought about the development of 
carpal tunnel syndrome. Where the exertion is not unusual or 
extraordinary, as in this case, the worker must establish that 
the repetitive nature nature of the job satisfies the Allen 
legal causation standard. To establish legal causation in this 
situation, the duration of the employment must be analyzed. 
Where legal causation cannot be established, the claim is not 
compensable. 
In summary, where the injury is inherently 
progressive in nature, the duration of the employment must be 
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taken into account. Because carpal tunnel syndrome involves a 
progressive thickening of the sheaf of the carpal tunnel in the 
wrist, the exertion required by the employment must be of a 
sufficient duration to qualify as "unusual and extraordinary." 
By instituting this type of durational requirement on 
inherently progressive injuries, "a worker who has a 
preexisting condition and whose virtually inevitable injury 
simply happens to occur at work will [not] be able to foist the 
cost of that injury on his employer when the work place had 
little to do with causing the injury." Hollowav v. 
Industrial Commission, 729 P.2d 31, 32 (Utah 1986) 
(Zimmerman, J. concurring). 
POINT III 
THE EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES DID NOT SUBSTANTIALLY 
CONTRIBUTE TO THE RISK MR. GREEN ALREADY FACED 
BECAUSE OF HIS PREEXISTING CONDITION. 
In the case at hand, the doctors agree (1) that 
carpal tunnel syndrome can be caused by the type of exertion 
commonly experienced in certain types of employment; and 
(2) that Mr. Green's employment activities are medically 
related to his carpal tunnel syndrome. Those opinions, 
however, do not help resolve the issue presently on appeal: 
Whether Mr. Green's employment activities, taken as a whole 
over the course of five (5) days, satisfy the higher standard 
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of legal causation or contribute something substantial to 
increase the risk he already faced in everyday life. Allen, 
729 P.2d at 25. 
Because of Mr. Green's preexisting condition, carpal 
tunnel syndrome emerged after less than five days of work. In 
the medical panel report, Drs. Thomas and Holbrook stated 
that "had it not been for this or some other type of activity, 
the symptoms may have remained quiescent, although there may be 
some inherent susceptibility which occurs in some families." 
(R. at 115.) In other words, Mr. Green's carpal tunnel 
syndrome could have been caused by numerous other activities 
which may have taken place in either employment or 
non-employment life. 
Mr. Green was required to disassemble food processing 
equipment and spray that equipment with water hoses. Mr. Green 
testified that the spraying apparatus was nearly identical to a 
gas pump except for the fact that high-pressure water was 
used. After spraying the equipment, Mr. Green reassembled the 
equipment. After performing these procedures for four days, 
both of the applicant's wrists began hurting. (R. at 30.) The 
pain experienced by Mr. Green did not materially change 
thereafter. (R. at 60-61.) 
Given this history, the administrative law judge 
struggled with whether or not the duration and quality of 
Mr. Green's employment activities constituted unusual or 
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extraordinary exertion as defined in Allen. The 
administrative law judge stated: 
The Administrative Law Judge would note the 
course of the simple gripping of a pump 
would not, in and of itself, would [sic] 
constitute a compensable accident or any 
kind of unusual exposure. However, because 
so much of the applicant's work day was 
spent gripping and holding the pumps under 
pressure, the Administrative Law Judge is 
of the opinion that this is not normal 
exposure and not something which the 
average person would be subjected to in any 
regular work activities or daily living 
activities. 
(R. at 121.) Based upon these findings, the administrative law 
judge ruled that Mr. Green had sustained "repetitive trauma11 
and that his claim was thereby compensable. (R. at 121-122.) 
Given the applicant's undisputed preexisting 
condition, petitioners submit that the development of carpal 
tunnel syndrome, brought on by less than five days of cleaning 
equipment, cannot, under any set of circumstances, satisfy 
the higher standard of legal causation contemplated in 
Allen. Stated differently, Mr. Green's employment simply was 
not the "likely cause of the injury" because it did not 
contribute "something substantial to increase the risk he 
already faced in everyday life because of his [preexisting] 
condition." Allen, 729 P.2d at 25 (emphasis added). 
Surprisingly, the Utah Industrial Commission has 
precedence in evaluating legal causation in the context of 
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water-pressurized cleaning hoses. Denniston v. Pepperidge 
Farm, Case No. 87000657 (Utah Industrial Commission 1988) 
(attached as Exhibit "F"). In Denniston, the employee was 
a middle-aged woman who used nearly identical high-pressure 
water hoses to spray down food processing equipment. Like 
Mr. Green, Ms. Denniston developed bilateral carpal tunnel 
syndrome. Unlike Mr. Green, Ms. Denniston had been employed 
at Pepperidge Farm over nine months and had experienced pains 
in her hands for over one year prior to her employment. With 
respect to legal causation, the administrative law judge ruled 
as follows: 
On June 2, 1987, the applicant was 
performing her regular duties in cleaning 
the processing line. In order to do so, 
the applicant was spraying down a conveyor 
line in the floor with a high pressure 
water hose. A similar high pressure water 
hose was presented at the time of the 
hearing for the Administrative Law Judge to 
examine. From the appearance of the water 
hose, the Administrative Law Judge rules 
that ordinary exertion would be required in 
operating this hose. Consequently, the 
Administrative Law Judge rules that the 
applicant did not employ unusual or 
extraordinary exertion to use the high 
pressure water hose in cleaning down the 
processing line. 
Id. at 2. Interestingly, Ms. Denniston was a middle-aged 
woman who was active in bowling, whereas, Mr. Green was only 
twenty-one years old and was active in weight lifting and 
football. 
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A common sense analysis of Mr. Green's employment 
activities shows that he was not performing an activity 
considered unusual or extraordinary when compared with 
activities engaged in by the typical 20th Century person. As 
illustrated by the Utah Supreme Court in Allen, typical 
people take full garbage cans to the street, lift and carry 
baggage for travel, change flat tires, lift small children to 
chest height and climb stairs. Allenf 729 P.2d at 26. 
Moreover, when determining whether employment activity is 
unusual or extraordinary, the court has consistently required a 
complete analysis of all facts and circumstances. Smith & 
Edwards Company v. Industrial Commission. 770 P.2d 1016, 1018 
(Ut. Ct. App. 1989) . 
In the case at hand, Mr. Green disassembled, washed 
and reassembled food processing equipment for less than five 
days. As a part of this task, Mr. Green utilized a 
high-pressure water hose similar to an ordinary gas pump. 
However, in light of the totality of the facts, particularly 
the short-term duration of Mr. Green's employment, Mr. Green 
has not shown, as a matter of law, that his employment was the 
precipitating exertion which led to the development of his 
carpal tunnel syndrome. In this situation, the higher standard 
of legal causation has not been satisfied. 
-19-
CONCLUSION 
Mr. Green has not demonstrated a sufficient legal 
connection between his work activities and his alleged 
"on-the-job" development of carpal tunnel syndrome. 
Specifically, the duration and quality of Mr. Green's 
employment was insufficient, as a matter of law, to be able "to 
foist the cost of [his] injury on his employer when the work 
place had little to do with causing the injury." Hollowav, 
729 P.2d at 32 (Zimmerman, J. concurring). That Mr. Green 
has health insurance which will cover his medical expenses also 
mitigates in favor of noncompensability. 
Based upon the foregoing, petitioners respectfully 
submit that the Industrial Commission erred in its analysis of 
the higher standard of legal causation. Accordingly, the Order 
of the Industrial Commission should be reversed. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 12th day of June, 1990. 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER 
& NELSON 
%*£a(&h> 
Midhael E. Dyez^ 
Bract C. Betebenner 
Attorney for Petitioners 
Stouffer Foods Corporation 
and Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Company 
-20-
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THE INDUSTRIAL C0MMISSI0W OF UTAH 
Case lo. 87001104 
CURTIS GREER, 
Applicant
 f 
va. 
STOUFFER FOODS and/or 
LIBERTY MUTUAL IISURAHCE 
Dafandants. 
fc JUL2 0 1989* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
rcmiics »>r ?ACT 
C0MCLUSI0MS OF LAW 
AID ORDER 
HEARING: 
BEFORE; 
APPEARAHCES: 
Haaring Room 334, Induatrial Coooiaaion of Utah, 160 
Saat 300 South, Salt Laka City, Utah, on February 8, 
1988, at 10:00 o'clock a.m.. Said haaring wae 
purauant to Order and lotica of the Commission. 
Janet L. Moffitt, Administrative Lav Judge. 
Applicant wae present and represented by T. Jeffrey 
Cottle, Attorney at Law. 
Dafandante were represented by Michael Dyer, Attorney 
at Law. 
The ieeuee to ba addrassed in this matter ara aa follows: 
1. Caueal relationship of the applicants claimed injuries 
to hia work activities. 
2. Temporary total diaability from Octobar 5, 1987. 
3. Madical axpanaaa including those aaaociatad with 
carpal tunnel surgery. 
Subaaquant to tha evidentiary proceeding, tha madical issues ware 
presentad to a apacial panel aalectad by tha Administrative Law Judge. Tha 
panel raport waa received on March 1, 1989. lo objections having been 
received, tha Administrative Law Judge racaivaa tha panel raport into evidence. 
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CURTIS GRSSM 
ORDER 
PAGE W O 
PXlfDIJfGS OF PACT: 
j ^
 appi|cant |n this matter, Curtis Green- Is a 21-year-old m?le, 
mlm§ at the time of his injury was earning $6.06 an hour, working between 
eight to ten hours per day. Although the applicant testified that he averaged 
approximately fifty hours per week, the Employer's First Report of Injury 
indicates forty hours per week. Mo additional information was introduced 
which would substantiate the larger number of hours and the Administrative Law 
Judge will adopt the forty hour per week figure as quoted by the defendants. 
At the time of his injury, the applicant was not married nor did he have any 
dependent children under the age of eighteen. 
The applicant began working with the defendants on August 31, 1987, 
technician. His work involved breaking down the food processing equipment 
and cleaning it with large pressure hoses and then putting the machinery back 
together for the next day's production line. The hoses which were used to do 
the cleaning were similar to a gas pump hose, only they had a great deal of 
pressure in order to force the water out and properly clean the equipment. 
The hoses worked with hand grips similar to a gas pump and required continual 
pressure from the operator in order for the pumps to remain open and working 
in the cleaning process. The applicant used both of his hands continually in 
this job. 
The applicant was able to carry these duties out in a satisfactory 
manner initially. However, on approximately September 4, 1987, he began to 
notice he was having pains in his hands and arms while gripping and using the 
two hoses. The shooting pains up his arms became so sm^^rm that he eventually 
reported the problem to a company nurse. Although the applicant had done 
prior sports activities such as football and weight training, he had never had 
any problems similar to these before. 
By September III, 1'IHI, the applicant's pain had reached such a point 
that he was unable to sleep at night. At the end of his shift on that day, he 
was pulling a conveyor belt with a hose in one hand and a belt in the other. 
As he pulled, both wrists went completely numb. He noted that his hands were 
quite swollen. The company nurse told him at that point to report to Mountain 
View Hospital and not return until he had received a doctor9s release. He did 
report to the emergency room the same day. He was instructed to return to the 
emergency room an the following Tuesday and was given a light duty release at 
that time, with a lifting restriction of ten pounds. However, he was returned 
to his regular work at the defendant's plant. 
H # wm a|so 9mmn Qy Dr# njlHaiu^ a company doctor, nund was referred 
for an IMC. Dr. Williams prescribed anti-inflammatory medications and braces 
for both wrists. The applicant was again returned to work. At that period of 
time he was given given light duty but later was required to do heavier and 
heavier types of activities. He reached a point where he could no longer keep 
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CURTIS GRZKM 
ORDER 
PACK THRU 
up with the wot k tl lat M as required. }ctober 5, * « . , «-»e applicant had 
been reduced to doing paper work and defendants terminated hi a: i: L that 
time. 
The applicant was not satisfied with the medical cart 1 lit " ifiii i 
receiving and sought consultation from Dr. James Steele, an orthopedic 
surgeon, on October 16, 1987. Dr. Steele intially tried conservative 
measures, but it was determined that the applicant would need a carpal tunnel 
release surgery which was eventually performed on November 4, 1987, at Utah 
Valley Hospital. The initial surgery was performed on the right wrist, 
although Dr. Steele indicated that the applicant would probably continue to 
have difficulties with his left hand and wrist and wo< i Id eventually need 
surgery in that wrist as well. 
Th€ me^|ca| panei assigned in this matter found that there was a 
demonstrable causal connection between the applicant's wrist problems and his 
work activities. The panel commented that while early medical literature 
suggested a lack of any linkage between occupational activities and carpal 
tunnel symptoms, more recent literature documents a significant relationship 
in certain kinds of utilization of the upper extremities in work. The panel 
noted that the description of the applicant's activities in the time frame 
relationship appear consistent with this formulation of having been secondary 
to his work activities and that it seemed likely that had it not been for the 
work activity the applicant's symptoms may have remained quiescent, although 
there may have been some inherent susceptibilities which occurred congenitally. 
The panel found that the applicant was temporarily totally disabled as a 
result of the injury from October 6, 1987 to January 1, 1988, and that the 
medical care received by the applicant since September 19, 1987, bad been 
necessitated by the industrial exposure* By way of future treatment, the 
panel noted that it was reasonable to expect that the applicant would need 
surgery on his left wrist as well and that a reasonable period of temporary 
total disability would be from six to eight weeks following that" surgery, lo 
obejetions having been received, the Administrative Law Judge will adopt the 
findings of the medical panel as her own. 
The defendants have raised the issue of whether the applicant's 
activities constitute a compensable industrial accident. The Administrative 
Law Judge would note the course of the simple gripping of a pump would not, in 
and of itself, would constitute a compensable accident or any kind of unusual 
exposure. However, because so much time of the applicant's work day was spent 
gripping and holding the pumps under pressure, the Administrative Law Judge is 
of the opinion that this is not normal exposure and is not something which the 
average person would be subjected to in any regular work activities or daily 
living activities. The panel has satisfied itself that there is a medically 
causal relationship as well. Accordingly, the Administrative Law Judge will 
find that the incident as described by the applicant constitute repetitive 
trauma and a compensable accident. 
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ORDER 
PACK FOOT 
An adoption of the medical panel findings would indicate that the 
applicant is entitled to temporary total disability compensation a*, the ~tte 
of $162.00 per week I: i 12.429 weeks or a total of $yfOl3.50> In tddition, 
the applicant is entitled to payment of his medical errpensss associated with 
the surgery of lovember 4, 1987. By way of future medical expenses and 
benefits, the applicant will be entitled to reasonable surgical procedure as 
described by the medical panel and a reasonable period of temporary total 
disability associated with any surgery on his left hand. An attorney's fee of 
$402.70, will be awarded in this matter 
COtfCLUSIOVS OF LAM: 
The applicant in this matter, Curtis Green, sustained injuries as a 
result of a compensable industrial accident while employed by the defendant 
employer and is entitled to benefits in accordance with the foregoing Findings 
of Fact. 
ORDER: 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the defendants, Stouffer Foods and/or 
Liberty Mutual, pay the applicant, Curtis Green, compensation at the rate of 
$162.00 per week for 12.429 weeks or a total of $2,013.50, as compensation for 
temporary total disability for the period of October 6, 1987 to January 1, 
1988. Said amount is accrued and to be paid in a lump minus the attorney9s 
fees to be awarded hereinafter. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that defendants pay all medical expenses 
incurred as the result of the industrial injury, said expenses to be paid in 
accordance with the Medical and Surgical Fee Schedule of this Commission. 
i t I s i n j W H K K ORDERED t n m c c n # defendants pay reasonable future 
medical costs and temporary total disability compensation as may be 
associated with the prospective surgery described by the medical panel. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendants pay 1. Jeffrey Cottle, 
attorney for the applicant, the sum of $402.70, as attorney's fees in this 
matter, said amount to be deducted from the accrued aforesaid award of the 
applicant. 
I T i s p u K T H S R 0 R J D g I f B t h m t t h # i M M o f w f c € t b # r attorney't fees 
should be paid out of the award or in addition to the award is hereby 
reserved pending a ruling on this issue by the appropriate Utah appellate 
courts 1n Harrison v. Olympus Oil, Inc.. This allows the defendants to 
E x h i b : * A d d e n d u m - 4 -
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deduct the attorney9s fees out of the applicant's award as provided herein 
subject to payment in addition to the award without further ord*r ot tie 
Coradssion upon the petition of the applicant to the esnloyer or irscran-e 
carrier foe reimbursement of the amount deducted for these fees -equired 
by the final decision of the appropriate Utah appellate courts. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any Motion for Review of the foregoing 
shall be filed in writing within thirty (30) days of the date hereof, 
specifying in detail the particular errors and objections, and, unless so 
filed, this Order shall be final and not subject to review or appeal. 
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CERTIFICATE Of MAILING 
I certify that on July / 0 1989, a copy of the attached 
Pindings of Pact, Conclusions of Law and Order, in the case of Curtis Green, 
was mailed to the following persons at the following addresses, postage paid: 
Curtis Green, 136 lorth 500 Vest, Provo, UT 84601 
T. Jeffrey Cottle, Itt]
 f 387 Vest Center, Orea U I ' II IX- 7 
Jiichael Dyer, Atty. 0 Box 2465, SLC, UT 84110-2465 
Liberty Mutual Insurance, I Di». Box 45440, SLC, UT 84145-0440 
T IHXJSTRIAL COHMISSXO* :i i i: :ir i if 
tfilsa Burrows 
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MICHAEL E. DYER 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, ,LER 
& NELSON 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Stouffer Foods Corporation and 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 
Key Bank Tower, Suite 700 
50 South Main Street 
P.O. Box 2465 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 
Telephone: (801) 531-1777 
— BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF UTAH 
Case No. 870001104 
CURTIS C. GREEN, 
vs. 
STOUFFER FOODS CORPORATION, 
and LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE 
COMPANY, 
Defendants. 
MOT • .EW 
Defendants, by and through counsel, file the 
following Motion for Revit 
Conclusions of Law, and Order entered in the above matter on 
July 18, 1989. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
1. The applicant, Curtis Green, was born on January 5, 
1966. When employed by defendant Stouffer Foods, the applicant 
was 21 years old. 
D.1 Addendum -7-
to working at defendant Stoufrer Foodr, tha 
hopefu i '" , b •! i i 11!. iJiyer. 
spring football at Dixie College ollowing spring football. 
the applicant, hopeful of being a running back at 3iighdm Young 
University, worked out lifting weights during the mmmvr ,-f 
he could squat 
(weight-lift) up to 700 pounds, and could bench-press up to 2 i 
pounds. 
The applicant began defendant Mlouf i""er 
August 3111; , I S>at :;: I :]I!:::::;IJ, ei applicant was responsible for 
disassembling food processing equipment and cleaning it with 
water-pressure hoses. He would then reassemble the machinery 
for the next day's production. The hoses the d 
iii • ex e similar t o a gas pump hose, although the water pressure 
was greater in order to properly clean the equipment. 
4. By then end of hie first week on the job, the 
applicant was complain ii( )i.>!iliiii I iiiilii ( m i in I in i.n I'JI.H H<JI 
evf :tua1 I > reported his complaints to a company nurse, who 
referred him to Dr. Williami the applicant's condition 
did not significantly improve, he saw Dr. James Steele who 
diagnosed bilater? jme. Because ? ine 
applicant did not want to have both hands operated on it; the 
same time, Dr. Steele performed surgery on the right wrist on 
November 4 # 1987. 
5. The appl il ::a int It: in as \ valuated by Wallace Hess, who 
gave his opinion that the applicant was suffering from a 
preexisting condition. The medical panel, consisting of 
_
 A «. 
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ijiMi noyd Holbrook and Madison Thomas, also sugcjerrea the 
existence of a preexisting condition. In her Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Lav, and Order, the Administrates taw Judg** 
The panel noted that the description of the 
applicant's activities in the time frame 
relationship appear consistent with this 
formulation of having been secondary to bis 
work activities and that it seemed likely 
that had it not been for the work activity 
the applicant's symptoms may have remained 
quiescent, although there may have been 
some inherent susceptibilities which 
occurred congenitally. 
(Order at page *  emphasis supplied.) 
judge's Order is attached hereto as Exhibit •'A." 
A copy of Dr. Hess's report is attached hereto as Exhibit MB." 
A copy of the medical panel report is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "C." 
6. Despite t he applicant's preexisting conditions, the 
Administrative Lav Judge found that the applicant's vork 
activities constituted "repetitive trauma" and therefore a 
compensable accident, (Ordei i i! i mm \ ) 
POIN1 
GIVEN THE APPLICANTS PREEXISTING CONDITION, HE 
KUST MEET THE HIGHER STANDARD OF LEGAL CAUSATION. 
Dr. Wallace Hess, one of the foremost authorities in 
the stat# of Utah, clearly stated h :i , i : p J i: i :1 :)i i: 
It Is this examiner1s opinion gained over a 
long period of treating this syndrome that 
the applicant most likely aggravated or 
brought to light a preexisting condition 
Exhibit "B" n,3 Addendum. -9-
such as a family tendency toward this 
problem, a smaller than normal carpal 
tunnel, a tendency or predisposition toward 
tenosynovitis, etc. This examiner observed 
a muscular worker doing the same ^ype ucrh 
with two different type hoses. Iz was 
noted that he worked rapidly with rotatory 
and flexion and extension movements of the 
wrist, holding the hose in the right hand, 
and the pan in the other hand. When asked, 
this worker stated that he had been doing 
this type work for two months, and had no 
symptoms referable to carpal tunnel 
syndrome. He did state, as one would 
expect, that when he first began this type 
work, he had some forearm muscle cramps and 
that these went away after a few days. 
Safety personnel indicated that this was 
their experience also; and that they knew 
of no other worker doing this type work 
developing carpal tunnel syndrome. This 
included Htearing down" equipment. This 
examiner can furnish literature on the 
subject, if needed. 
Based upon the report of Dr. Hess, as well as the 
medical panel report, the Administrative Law Judge specifically 
found that there may have been some inherent susceptibilities 
in the applicant to carpal tunnel syndrome which occurred 
congenitally. (See Order at page 3.) 
Based upon this preexisting condition, the applicant 
must meet the higher standard of legal causation as stated in 
Allen v. Industrial Commission, 729 P.2d 15, 26 (Utah 1986). 
Thus, where the claimant suffers from a 
preexisting condition which contributes to 
the injury, an unusual or extraordinary 
exertion is required to prove legal 
causation. Where there Is no preexisting 
condition, a usual or ordinary exertion is 
sufficient. 
- 4 -
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Accordingly, because of the applicantf* preexisting 
condition, he must meet the higher standard of legal causation 
in order for his claim to be compensable. Ct is th« 
defendants1 position that squirting water hoces docs not amount 
to unusual or extraordinary exertion. 
POINT II 
THE USE OF WATER HOSES FOR LESS THAN ONE 
MONTH DOES NOT CONSTITUTE UNUSUAL OR 
EXTRAORDINARY EXERTION. 
The applicants job involved the cleaning of certain 
production lines at Stouffer Foods. In order to clean the 
production lines, the applicant would "tear down" the necessary 
machinery and clean it by using a water-pressured hose. 
Because of his preexisting condition, this activity brought on 
symptoms to the applicant within one week. Given this history, 
it is apparent that the Administrative Law Judge wrestled with 
whether or not this activity constituted unusual or 
extraordinary exertion as defined in Allen. The 
Administrative Law Judge stated: 
The Administrative Law Judge would note the 
course of the simple aripping of a pump 
would not, in and of itself, constitute a 
compensable accident or any kind of unusual 
exposure. However, because so much time of 
the applicant's workday was spent gripping 
and holding the pumps under pressure, the 
Administrative Law Judge is of the opinion 
that this is not normal exposure and is not 
something which the average person would be 
subjected to in any regular work activities 
or daily living activities. 
- 5 -
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Based upon these findings, the Administrative Lew 
Judge held that the applicant had sustained a Repetitive 
traumaw and that his claim was thereby compensable. 
Defendant Stouffer Foods strongly b^lievea that 
carpal tunnel syndrome symptoms which are brought on by one 
week of work activity cannot, under any set of circumstances, 
amount to a repetitive trauma that is compensable. In the 
landmark case involving repetitive trauma, Kaiser Steel Corp, 
v. Monfredif 631 P.2d 888 (Utah 1981), the applicant worked as 
a coal miner for nearly 30 years. Under those circumstances, 
it is understandable that Justice Oaks would find that the 
applicant in Monfredl sustained a climactic accident. 
However, the facts of the present case are clearly 
distinguishable from those contained in Monfredl. 
Moreover, the Industrial Commission has had 
precedence in evaluating the use of water-pressurized hoses. 
In Derniston v. Pepperidge Farm and/or Liberty Mutual 
Insurance, heard before Administrative Law Judge Gilbert 
Martinez, the applicant, Carol Denniston, was employed by 
Pepperidge Farm to clean certain machines in its processing 
line. In order to do so, the applicant used a high-pressure 
water hose to spray down the conveyor line and the floor. The 
Administrative Law Judge, finding that the applicant, 
Ms. Denniston, had a preexisting condition, ruled that she must 
meet the higher standard of legal causation under Allen. 
However, Judge Martinez specifically found that only ordinary 
exertion would be required in operating the hose. 
- 6 -
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Accordingly, the applicant's claim was denied tor failing to 
meet the higher standard of legal causation. A copy of 
Judge Martinez1 Order in Denniston, decided January 28, 1983, 
is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference cts 
Exhibit "D." Interestingly, the applicant in Denniston was a 
middle-aged woman who was active in bowling, whereas the 
applicant in the present case, Curtis Green, was only 21 years 
old at the time he contracted carpal tunnel syndrome and was 
active in football. 
Based upon the precedent of Denniston, and based 
upon the immovable logic that repetitive trauma cannot occur 
merely within weeks, defendants respectfully submit that the 
applicant has failed to meet the higher standard of legal 
causation under Allen. Accordingly, defendants move the 
Industrial Commission to grant their Motion for Review in all 
respects. > 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this /^^day of August, 1989-
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER 
6 NELSON 
MICHEL E. DYER 
Attorney tpr Defendants 
Stouffer roods and Liberty 
Mutual Insurance Company 
- 7 -
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MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR REVIEW by fi*3t-c3 a*s o«a I], 
postage prepaid, this 1(g&< day of August, 19S9, cc«: 
T. Jeffery Cottle 
387 West Center 
Orem, Utah 84057 
GREEN/2/MED 
a8169 
- 8 -
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THI INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF UTAH 
Case Ho. 88000853 
* 
CURTIS C. GREEN, * 
* 
Applicant, * ORDER DENYING 
* 
VS. * MOTION FOR REVIEW 
* 
STOUFFBR FOODS * 
CORPORATION, and LIBERTY * 
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, * 
* 
Defendants. * 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
The Industrial Commission of Utah on Motion of the Dmfmdanta, 
STOUFFSR FOODS CORPORATION, and LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, reviews the 
Order of the Administrative Law Judge in the above entitled matter dated Jul/ 
18, 1989, pursuant to Utah Code Annotated Sections 35-1-82.53(1) and 63-46b-12. 
The Administrative Law Judge of the Industrial Commission of Utah 
entered an Order awarding industrial benefits to the Applicant, CURTIS C. 
GREEN. A Motion for Review from the Order of the Administrative Law Judge was 
filed by the Defendants dated August 16, 1989. 
The Defendant's Motion for review alleges that the Administrative Law 
Judge abused her discretion in awarding the Applicant industrial benefits 
because the Applicant had a "pre-existing condition-, therefore, the 
Applicant must meet the higher standard of Allen to establish legal causation 
and that using high pressure hoses for a period of weeks did not amount to 
unusual or extraordinary exertion. 
The Commission finds the issue to be whether the Administrative Law 
Judge abused her discretion in determining that the Applicant suffered an 
industrial accident and that the Applicant met the legal causation standard of 
Allen in finding that the Applicant's exertion wee unusual or extraordinary. 
The Defendant's Motion for Review alleges the Administrative Law 
Judge had adequate evidence to find that the Applicant had a pre-existing wrist 
Exhibit "C" p.l Addendum -15-
CURTIS C. GSIIM 
ORDER 
PACK TWO 
problem and complainad of that condition prior to starting his job with tha 
Dafandant or that ha may hava had a pre-existing propensity toward carpal 
tunnal problams. In datarmining that tha Applicant had a pra-exisitng 
condition ha must maat tha tast for lagal causation sat forth in Allan. Tha 
Dafandants challanga tha Judge's factual datarmination that tha employment 
activities of tha Applicant mat tha higher standard in Allen. 
The standard for determining legal causation under Allen is whether a 
person with a pre-existing condition "exceeded the exertion t at tha average 
person typically undertakes in non-employment life.** Ve note * at standard is 
not whether the average person may undertake such exertion, bi ^ather whether 
the average person indeed typically undertakes such exer jn. Although 
Defendants1 argue that the Applicant's exertion is that which people 
participating in strenuous physical exercise may commonly experience, the 
Commission finds that such exertion is not typically experienced by 
individuals in their everyday non-employment life. If tha Commission were to 
accept the standard seemingly advanced by the Defendants, that is, if soma 
people experience this type of exertion in their everyday life it would not be 
unusual or extraordinary, nearly all industrial accidents involving 
pre-existing conditions would be denied. We believe tha standard set by the 
Supreme Court to be whether the exertion is the kind that the average person 
is exposed to in his daily non-employment life. The Administrative Law Judge 
also found that the work activities of the Applicant, which required long 
hours of depressing a gasoline pump type lever but requiring considerably mora 
pressure than a gasolina pump, was an activity that a normal person would not 
encounter in their every day life and, therefore, did meet the higher 
causation standard of Allen. Based upon that finding, tha Administrative Law 
Judge ordered the payment of benefits to the applicant. The Administrative 
Law Judge's findings was reasonable and that a person in their ordinary life 
is not required to exert a great amount of pressure with their hands for long 
periods of time and that such effort amounts to unusual or extraordinary 
exertion. Tha medical panel indicated that such exertion is sufficient to 
cause symptoms in the Applicant even over a short period of time even if the 
Applicant had been entirely asymptomatic before. This is particularly true in 
light of the standard that any doubt should be decided in favor of tha 
applicant. 
Therefore, the Commission believes that the Administrative Law Judge 
did not abuse her discretion in applying the correct standard and should be 
sustained. The Commission, therefore, adopts the Administrative Law Judga's 
findings as its own. 
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CURTIS C. GBHDI 
OROKR 
PACK THEE* 
ORDER 
IT IS THKRIFORI ORDSRSD THAT tha Dafendant's Motion for Raviav ia 
hareby daniad and tha Ordar of tha Administrativa Law Jud&e ia affirmed and 
final. 
Any appaal shall ba to tha Utah Court of Appaala within thirty (30) 
daya of tha data hereof, pursuant to Utah Coda Annotated, Sections 
35-1-82.53(2), 35*1-86, and 63-46b-16. Industrial Commission costs to prapara 
a tranaeript of tha haaring for appaala purposas shall ba boma by tha 
appellant. 
AUALU. 
Thomas R. Carlson 
Commissioner 
Dixia L. Minaon 
Commissionar 
Paaaad by tha Industrial Coaaission 
of Utah, salt Lake City, Utah this 
^ M 7 ^ day of February, 1990. 
&hlv~i yztiZS***** 
Patricia 0. AahDy 
Cotnsdssion Sacretary^ 
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CSETIFICATS OF MAILING 
I certify that on February, 1990, a copy of tha 
attachad ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR REVIEW in tha casa of CURTIS C. GREEN, was 
mailad to tha following parsons at tha following addrassasf postaga paid: 
Curtis C. Graan 
136 North 500 Wast 
Provo, UT 84601 
T. Jaffray Cottla 
387 Wast Cantar 
Oram, UT 84057 
Michael Dyar 
Richards, Brandt & Millar 
Kay Bank Tower, Suite 700 
50 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, UT 84110 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 
P.O. Box 45440 
Sal t Lake City, UT 84145-0440 
The Industrial Commission of Utah 
OOllf 
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Re: CurtisCGruen 
Emo. Stouffer Food 
File # 3371-071* 
Inj. date 9 is 87 
Dear Mr Dyer, 
As per your request the undersigned orthopaedic surgeon has 
reviewed*the file on the above named applicant. In addition the 
Stouffer plant was visited and the personel and ths cmployeas vera 
interviewed; and the work conditions, use of hosts, ^ta^was obser/ed. 
My response to your questions is a follows: 
Question # 1. "Were the applicant's work activities a substantial 
contributing cause to his condition of bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome? 
Answer: Yes, with the following explanation: There is no evidence 
in the literature or in this surgeon's experience that manual labor 
causes cmrpal tunnel syndrome. Also there is no evidence here that an 
accicent occurred} however the work the applicant was involved in doing 
was such that significant stress was present in the forearm muscles that 
activate the 9 tendons traversing the carpal tunnel. It is this 
examiner's opinion gained over a long period of treating this syndrome 
that the applicant most likely a«c*vated or brought to light a pre-
existing condition such as a family tendency-toward this problem, a 
smaller than normal carpal tunnel, a tendency o>predisposition toward 
tenosynovitis, etc. This examiner observed a muscular worker doing the 
same type work with two different type hoses. It was noted that>he 
worked rapidly with rotatory and flexion and extension movements of 
the wrist, holding the hose in the right handy And the pan in the other 
hand. When asked, this worker stated that he had been doing this type 
work for two months, and had no symptoms referable to carpal tunnel 
syndrome. He did state^ as one would expect, that when he first began 
this type work, he had some forearm muscle cramps and that these went 
aw^y after a few days. Safety personel indicated that this was their 
experience also; and that they knew of no other worker doing this type 
work developing carpal tunnel syndrome. This included "tearing down 
equipment. This examiner can furnish literature on the subject, if 
needed. 
Question # 2. "What would be a reasonable period of temporary total 
disability for Mr. Green following his surgery? 
Answer: Approximately 6 weeks for surgery on one wrist. 
If there are any questions, I shall do my best to answer them. 
Sincerely, 
W E Hess, M.D. 
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Neurology MADISON H. THOMAS, M. £. 277-3329 
8th Avenue and C Street 
Salt Lake City UT 84143 ', "' ',''>'• 
Janet L. Moffit 
Administrative Law Judge ^ ,, /, ',. <\ 
Industrial Commission of Utah ; ;, ', ' *; : '-:'.' ' 
160 E. 300 So., P.O. Bo.s 45580 • '. S '. ; '. . •,' '. 
Salt Lake City UT 84145-0590 \ [ '» ' « r ' " 
Date of Panel: 14 Feb 1989 
Re! Curtis Green 
Inj: 9-18-87 
Emp: Stouffer Foods 
REPORT OF MEDICAL PANEL 
A medical panel consisting of Dr. Boyd Holbrook and Dr. Madison 
Thomas* with the latter as chairman* met to review the case of 
Curtis Green with reference to an injury reported to have 
occurred on or about September 18, 1987. The patient1s 
accumulated medical records were reviewed with him. His 
independent history was reviewed and he was examined by members 
of the panel. Because of a reported previous fracture* x-rays of 
the wrists were secured and the results of this study have been 
included in the panel's considerations. 
The summary of testimony was reviewed with the panel and he 
agreed in general with the information contained therein. He 
reported that when he first started work he had soreness in his 
forearms* but that the pains in his hands and arms were quite 
different. He repeatedly indicated that he had never had any 
similar pains before* although he had been involved in various 
sports and other physically demanding activities. 
He indicates that the nozzle on the hose was controlled by a 
handle similar to that on a gas pump* but that a very strong 
pressure was required to release the pressure of the water to 
do the cleaning. He was required to use two hoses at the same 
time or if he was using one hose he had to manipulate and hold a 
piece of equipment with the other hand. He reports that he began 
work on August 31st and that the pains were severe enough that he 
reported the pain on September 4th, with the pain increasing as 
he continued in the work. He recalls that if he was using only 
one hose he would have to switch from one hand to the other 
within IS or 20 minutes. H& was working long hours* ten hours a 
day or more in addition to weekend work. He felt considerable 
pressure from supervisors to use the two hoses as often as 
possible to expedite the work. On about the 18th of September he 
noted the episode of severe pain when he was pulling on a 
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conveyer belt with o,ne hand and a hose with t;he oth^ 'r,. «' At that 
time both wrists became numbf his hands f^lt frumb 'ar?'d< SCJOI len. He 
felt that there was a shooting pain up his ar'ms<rat t>*s '* ime and 
he felt he began losing the mobility anrf 'Strength in -lie handc. 
He was seen by Dr. Williams and treated with splints ,ind pills. 
The pain became worse* with a pounding^and rumtV 'seu^a'.i'io'ji in the 
hands so that he could not sleep. He w^ si' released, (o^ 'wof-k to 
avoid lifting anything over ten poundsi put V M ' I eturned to tho 
same assignment. 
He reviewed his contacts with Dr. Steele and after conservative 
measures he was advised that carpal tunnel surgery should be 
done. He feels that the surgery was satisfactory. The right 
hand still does not feel exactly the same and he feels that his 
grip is slightly weaker but he can do almost anything with it. He 
continued to have pain and numbness in the left hand. He was 
released by his employer and subsequently took a security job. 
He is currently starting a job at the American Fork Training 
School.He plans further training in the field of psychology or 
child psychology. The applicant indicates that he has always 
been in good general health. He has played football but denies 
any serious injuries. At the age of 16 he believes he may have 
had either a fracture or sprain of the left hand and was given a 
splint which he wore for about two weeks. He has never had an 
injury to the right hand. His blood pressure was noted as being 
high on one occasion by his employers, and when it was checked 
twice a day it was found to be normal in the morning and high at 
the end of the day. He does not recall any actual figures 
however. He cut his left index finger in 1986. He had no 
further troubles with it. He is right-handed and stands 571Q* 
high with a weight of 210 to 215. He feels he has no other 
significant health problems at this time. 
Examination revealed a young man who is apparently in good 
health. He has no indications of impairment. He showed no 
impairment of memory or thinking and appeared quite open and 
straightforward in his responses. 
We focused primarily on his hands and arms. His reflexes were 
brisk and equal throughout. The right forearem was 29 and the 
left 27 and the upper arm 34 on the right and 33 on the left. A 
sharp object was reported satisfactorily on all fingers and thumb 
on the right. On the left he had decreased sensation for 
touch on all the fingers anteriorly and up to about the knuckle 
posteriorly. He indicated that this was much more marked at 
times, and indicated that the numbness might last all night or 
be intermittent during the day, with the left hand. 
He had a 4.5 centimeter scar following the palmar crease UP to 
the wrist crease. There is no visible atrophy of the hands. His 
grip was minimally diminished on the right, satisfactory on the 
left. Ulnar innervated strength was normal. Tapping over the 
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wrist produced no change. He reported t^\der»nys5 over, both 
uiristSf more tenderness on the left than ph'tjre V*i9ht/ 'Inflating 
the blood pressure cuff produced ho ef fecit* on< 'Che right* bu> 
brought on a pounding sensation throughout the whole arm below 
the cuff on the left. Pulses were good and fchere, u*ac '/•<?' obvious 
swelling of the extremities. On maximim*u,f,i',sk \t\exior, 'the' right 
hand was reported as feeling like there; mas* sl'^ i"*' dzireasL* ii, 
circulation. On the left there was a poinding feehng and n 
slight numbness in the tips of the fingers but not as severe as 
with the cuff. The Adson test was negative on both sides. He 
had strength throughout the upper extremities within normal 
limits except for a moderately weak grip on the left and a very 
minimal diminution on the rights with a slight cogwheeling 
feeling on maximum exertion. Pulses were normal. There was no 
apparent swel1ing. 
The remainder of the general examination* reflexes, strengths 
coordination^ etc. was satisfactory. His pulses in all four 
extremities were good and there was no swelling. 
Assuming but not deciding that the applicant was involved in 
circumstances as outlined, the panel concludes in terms of 
reasonable medical probability as follows: 
1. There is a medically demonstrable causal connection 
between the applicant's current wrist problems and his work 
activities. 
Comments While the earlier medical literature suggested a lack 
of any linkage between occupational activities and carpal tunnel 
symptoms, more recent literature documents a significant 
relationship in certain kinds of utilization of the upper 
extremities in work. The description of the applicant's 
activities and the time frame relationships appear consistent 
with this formulation of having been secondary to the work. It 
seems likely that had it not been for this or some other activity 
the symptoms may have remained quiescent, although there may be 
some inherent susceptibility which occurs in some families. 
2. The period of time during which the applicant has been 
temporarily totally disabled as a result of the work related 
injuries after October 5th, 1987 is until January 1st 1988. 
Comments This is the interval assigned by the operating surgeon, 
Dr. James M. Steel, and falls within the general considerations 
of six to eight weeks as being reasonable for recovery from this 
type of surgery. 
3. The medical care that the applicant has received since 
September 19, 1987 has been necessitated by the applicant's 
industrial work exposure, as it relates to the hands and their 
treatment. 
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4. The surgery of November 4, 1987 ua^ ,ne<re£si't*ts2d' by the 
applicant's industrial activities. 
5. Future medical treatment reason<*trly( (•fcqinreft' i'p'treating 
the applicant's problems resulting from' the?; i rwdiLst^il; cc'rivi ties 
is the probability of surgery for relief :of tJfce.- lL,*pal tunnel 
ligaments on the left hand. 
Comment: It is the panel's impression that had the applicant 
preferred to have both done at the same time they would have both 
been finished by nowf but it is reasonable to do one hand at a 
time as in this case. It is not expected there will be residual 
impairment following this procedure* so that only an appropriate 
*ollowup postoperatively and a reasonable period of 6 to 8 weeks 
Jill be required after surgery. 
Members of the panel will be happy to try to respond to any 
additional questions. 
Attachment: 
X-ray report 
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LDS HOSPITAL 
DEPARTMENT OP RADIOLOGY 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84143 
TELEPHONE: 801-321-1791 
PATIENT: GREEN, CURTIS CLARK 
AGE: 23M BIRTH: 1/5/66 
ADDRESS: 460 E 300 S 
OREM UT 84058 
PHONE: 224-0086 
INS. ,, 
. » « _ » « * RADIOLOGY 
DATE TO BE DGN2: <14 FFB-£9 
RADIOLOGY/** 12-142-505 
ROOM #7 Q'Pp 
AL*?: HOSPIT  
MEDICAL 
20169389 
RECORD #C, / r '<> 
< ' ', V' ' < ' ' 
EQ DR:i THOMAS,' MADI^OM 
TT DR:', frNKNOW^' HOC": OR 
•0 PHOHE: < •' ' fcH PHWE:-
CURTIS GREEN 
& 
REQ 
ORDERED: 14 FSE 89 14:38 3Y. 
AD-DX: CARPAL TUNNER BILAT 
REPORT «=«*=============== 
SSX 
BOTH WRISTS—INCLUDING CARPAL TUNNEL VIEWS OP BOTH WRISTS: 14 FEB 1989 
Both wrists appear normal. 
CRN:keo 
14 Feb. 1989 
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Authentication: Dictated by NIXON, CHARLES RICHARD 
UFT, WHIST 3 V 2 / K / 8 9 210 RIGHT, WRIST 3 V 2 / H / 8 9 209 
GREEN, CURTIS CLARK 14FEB89 
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THE IEDUSTRIAL COHMISSIO* OF UTAH 
Cstsm lo. 87000657 
CAROL AHHE DEVtflSTOtf, 
Applicant, 
va. 
PEPPERIDCE FASH and/or 
LIBERTY MUTUAL USURAHCE 
Defendants. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
a 
* 
a 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
FIHDIHCS OF FACT 
COHCLUSIOHS OF LAV 
AHD ORDER 
HEAEIIfC: 
BEFORE: 
AFPEARAHCES: 
Hearing Room 334
 f Industrial Commission of Ut*h, 160 
Eaat 300 South, Salt Lake City, Utah, on January 19, 
1988 at 10:00 a.m. o'clock. Said hearing was pursuant 
to Ordar and lotica of tha Commission. 
Cilbart A. Martinaxf Adminiatrativa Lav Judge. 
Carol Anna Dennis ton, FRO SE» 
Tha dafandanta vara rapraaantad by Michaal Dyar, 
Attorney at Law. 
At tha commencement of tha hearing, tha parties sat for tha issues to 
ba raaolvad by the Administrative Lav Judge which include, 
1. Whether or not the industrial event of June 2, 1987, 
constitutes a compensable industrial accident under 
the Utah Workers Compensation Act; 
2# Whether or not the applicant satisfied her burden of 
proof by as tab li shins by tha preponderance of the 
evidence that there exists legal causation on tha 
industrial event of June 2, 1987; 
3. Whether or not there ia a medically demonstrable 
causal relationship between the applicant's bilateral 
carpel tunnel syndrome and the alleged industrial 
event of June 29 1987; 
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4. Whether or not tha applicant9a bilateral caiyel lunrel 
syndrome developed over a gradual period of time 
instead of from a direct trauma. 
At the conclusion of the hearing, tha legal and medical issues ware 
taken under advisement by the Administrative Law Judga. Based upon the 
testimony and tha evidence presented at the hearing, and good cause appearing 
herein, the Administrative Law Judge finds as follows: 
riHDXHGS OF FACT: 
Tha Administrative Law Judga hereby finds that tha applicant in this 
matter, Carol Anna Dennis ton, did not sustain an injury by accident on June 2, 
1987, during the course of employment with tha defendant employer, Pepperidge 
Farms. At tha haaring, tha applicant testified that on June 2, 1987, she was 
performing her regular job duties and that nothing unusual or unexpected 
occurred. On June 2, 1987, tha applicant was performing bar regular duties in 
cleaning tha procaasing line. Xn ordar to do so, tha applicant was spraying 
down a conveyor line and tha floor with a high pressure water hose. A similar 
high pressure water hosa was presented at tha time of tha haaring for tha 
Administrative Law Judga to examine. From tha appearance of tha water hose, 
tha Administrative Law Judga rulas that ordinary exertion would ba required in 
operating this hosa. Consequently, the Administrative Law Judga rules that 
tha applicant did not employ unusual or extraordinary axartion to use the high 
pressure water hosa in cleaning down tha processing line. 
From tha testimony presented at tha hearing, tha applicant was 
performing her usual duties on June 2, 1987, and that nothing unusual occurred 
to causa har injury. By tha applicant's own testimony, aha had had problems 
with numbness and tingling sensations into her left and right wrist and hands 
prior to this alleged incident. 
By way of history, the applicant testified that aha first started 
experiencing numbness into har hands during tha summer of 1986. The applicant 
tastifiad that at times aha would sleep awkwardly waking up in the middle of 
tha night with numbness in either the left or right hand. The applicant 
further tastifiad that in September of 1986, aha noticed ongoing numbness into 
har left and right hand and fingers While performing har job duties at work. 
From this occurrence, tha applicant was unable to identify a specific 
industrial trauma that brought about tha numbness and tingling into her left 
and right hand during September of 1986. At that time, the applicant was 
employed as a lina employee and performing various jobs, which included 
placing cardboard ahaeta into a machine and pushing thasa light weight boxes 
down a lina; spacing trays by holding six trays back and pushing one tray down 
a line; and also maneuvering around sauce pots which were on wheels. At no 
time did the applicant remember a specific injury to either tha left or right 
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hand. It waa tha testimony of tha applicant that sha h*d ongoing numbnes* knu 
tingling sensations from tha summer of 1986, to tha tine when Jha wow claim* 
that she suffered an alleged incident on June 2, 1987. Tha applicant further 
testified that the conditions of her left and right hand became gradually 
worse between September of 1986 to June of 1987. 
On June 2, 1987, the applicant visited tha company doctor, Dr. 
Anderson. Dr. Anderson referred the applicant to tha Budge Clinic, where the 
applicant received one visit. Thereafter, the applicant was referred to Dr. 
Robert Weiner. On July 16, 1987, Dr. Weiner performed bilateral carpal tunnel 
releaaa on tha applicant at tha Logan Regional Hospital. 
During cross-examination, it was brought out that tha applicant has 
sustained numerous injuries to her left and right hand. When the applicant 
was twelve years old, sha fractured her right wrist, whan aha fall out of a 
swing. On May 15, 1987, approximately eighteen daya before tha alleged 
industrial accident, tha applicant tripped on a rug at home and fell through a 
storm door. Tha applicant testified that sha lacerated her right and left 
forearms. See exhibit D-l, page 47. After this injury to her right and left 
forearm, tha applicant visited the Logan Regional Hospital* At that time, tha 
physicians at tha Logan Regional Hospital diagnosed that tha applicant was 
suffering froa lacerations into her right forearm and waa suffering from 
carpal tunnel syndrome. See exhibit D-l, page 47. This diagnosis was made 
two weeks before her alleged industrial accident. 
Although tha applicant alleges and claims that her carpal tunnel 
syndrome results from her job activities while employed by the Pepperidge 
Farm, tha Administrative Law Judge doea not agree. Tha applicant in his 
matter, Carol Anna Dennis ton, owned and operated a raataurant entitled Hughes 
Company Restaurant from July of 1977 to September of 1987, at tha time sha 
developed bilateral carpal tunnel. During the management of thia restaurant, 
the applicant worked 40 to 50 houra per weak at tha raataurant, which included 
assisting in tha cooking, performing waitressing work, and parforming othar 
clean up duties. Although the applicant testified that most of tha cooking 
and waitreeeing work waa performed by employees of tha company, tha applicant 
did admit that thia waa a family owned restaurant, where her husband performed 
half of tha cooking and that she performed many of tha othar duties in 
maintaining tha operation of the restaurant. Such activitiaa of bussing plates 
and silverware from tables, cooking and cleaning up certainly could have 
contributed to tha applicant's carpal tunnel, in the same manner as any of her 
job duties that sha performed while working for the Pepperidge Farm. 
It waa alao brought out during cross-examination, that tha applicant 
waa a very active bowler. The applicant testified that aha bowled 
professionally from 1968 to April of 1986. During this eighteen year period, 
the applicant was a member and a president of different women's bowling 
leaguaa, and bowled once a week during a 32 week season for eighteen years. 
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In addition, tha applicant was activa in playing golf aad risainj. kt M 
hearing, tha applicant testified that aha did not injure artier her right j 
laft wrist while bowling during this aightaan year period, however, \4 
evidence establishes that these activities certainly could have contributed J 
tha gradual development of the applicant's carpel tunnel syndrome. 
COHCLUSIOIfS OF LAV: 
The Administrative Law Judge hereby rules under the case of Allen ^  
Industrial Commission. 44 Utah A.1.3 (Utah 1986) that tha applicant ia To] 
entitled to Utah workers compensation benefits as a direct result of hti 
alleged industrial accident of June 2, 198 7, in accordance with the foregoinj 
findings of fact. 
Pursuant to tha recent decision of Allen v. Industrial Commission 
the Administrative Law Judge hereby rules that that the applicant in thii 
matter was suffering from a pre-existing condition and that from her ow 
testimony she has failed to present any evidence to substantiate that aha v*i 
involved in an unusual or extraordinary identifiable event aa required t< 
prove legal causation. 
Vith regards to the first and second issues, the Administrative Lu 
Judge rules that the applicant did not sustain a compensable industrial 
accident on June 2, 1987. The mere performing of regular job duties does not 
satisfy legal causation, where the injured worker had a pre-existinJ 
condition. As a result, the Administrative Law Judge rules that tha applicant 
has failed to establish by the evidence that the industrial incident of Jud 
2, 19879 satisfies legal causation, as required by the Utah Supreme Court. 
As to the third and fourth issues, the Administrative Law Judge findd 
that the applicant's bilateral carpel tunnel syndrome developed over a gradual 
period of time, not from an industrial trauma. The gradual development of thi 
carpel tunnel in both the left and right wrist could have been brought about! 
by numerous factors, which includes: that she was a high risk factor; that] 
she was very active in operating her restaurant for ten years at 46 hours pad 
week; that she was active in a bowling league and participated in bowling fori 
over eighteen years; that she was active sports, including golfing ana 
fishing; or any other industrial or non industrial activities. TM 
Administrative Law Judge recognizes that the applicant's job duties, •• 
required by Pepperidge Farm, could have easily contributed to the onset o& 
numbness and tingling sensations into the applicant's left and right wrist | 
However, it certainly was not the sole cause of the applicant's eventual 
development of bilateral carpel tunnel. In the case at bar, tha 
Administrative Law Judge hereby rules that the applicant's injury of June 2, 
1987, was brought about by a gradual development of bilateral carpel tunnel, 
not from an industrial trauma to either the left or right wrist, which wouU 
satisfy medical legal causation. 
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Although tha applicant ia merely claimins twc vttkc of lose time from 
work and a amall amount of medical axpansaa9 tha Adminiittrat*ve Laf Judge 
cannot arbitrarily and capriciously apply tha Vorkara Compensation Act, or tha 
Utah Supreme Court daciaiona, in awarding benefits. Tha laws of tha Stata of 
Utah and Suprema Court daciaiona on tha question of what constitutes a 
compensable accident, clearly aat forth a standard which would not afford 
benefits in this case. This Administrative Law Judge follows tha law of tha 
Stata of Utah in denying benefits to tha applicant in thia matter. 
ORDCE; 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the applicant's claim for compensation 
for two weeks of temporary total disability and medical expenses for a 
bilateral carpel tunnel syndrome, shall be, and the same is hereby denied 
because the applicant has failed to aatisfy that aha sustained an injury by 
accident as required by Allen v. Industrial Commission. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any Motion for Review of the foregoing 
ehall be filed in writing within fifteen (15) days of the date hereof9 
specifying in detail the particular errors and objections, and, unless so 
filed, thia Order shall be final and not subject to review or appeal. 
Passed by the Industrial Commission 
of O U h , Salt Lake City, Utah, thia 
£2A day of January, 1988. 
ATTEST: 
/ a / Linda J« Straaburg 
Linda J . Strasbisrg 
Commission Secretary 
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czmncATt or MAILIMC 
I eer t i fy that on January„QX . 1988 a copy of tha attache 
OSOEH in thai cms* of Carol Anna Deraiiaton issued January 2Y was sa i led t0 
tha fallowing persona at tha following sddresaes, posta&a palJ: 
Carol Anna Dennlfton 
725 North 1400 l a s t 
Logan, Utah 84321 
Liberty Mutual Insurance 
F.O. Box 4S440 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
mehee l Dyer 
Attorney at Lav 
P.O. Box 2445 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 
THB INDUSTRIAL OOtMlsSIOB OF UTAH 
By 
Sherry 
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MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that four true and correct copies of 
the foregoing instrument were mailed, first class, postage 
prepaid on this /£2*^  day of ~JZ>t^n-& , 1990, to the 
following counsel of record: 
T. Jeffery Cottle, Esq. 
387 West Center 
Orem, Utah 84057 
Industrial Commission of Utah 
160 East 300 South 
P.O. Box 510250 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151-0250 
STOU/B/BBW 
8871-074 
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS, STATE OF UTAH 
STOUFFER FOODS CORPORATION and * 
LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE * 
COMPANY, * Court of Appeals 
* 
Petitioners, * Case No. 900164-CA 
* 
vs. * Priority No. 6 
CURTIS C. GREEN and UTAH STATE * 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION, * 
* 
Respondents. * 
PETITIONERS1 SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
Petitioners Stouffer Foods Corporation and Liberty 
Mutual Insurance Company, by and through counsel of record, at 
the request of the Clerk of the Court, submit the following 
Summary of the Argument as a supplement to Petitioners1 Reply 
Brief which was filed with the court on August 15, 1990. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Contrary to Mr. Green's contention, the standard of 
review in this case is whether the Industrial Commission's 
decision was reasonable and rational. That standard of review 
allows the court to review independently the reasonableness of 
the Industrial Commission's decision. 
The issue on this appeal is whether the applicant's 
employment activities at Stouffer Foods Corporation qualify 
as "unusual and extraordinary." Allen v. Industrial 
Common, 729 P2d. 15, 25 (Utah 1986). Because carpal 
tunnel syndrome is a progressive/developmental disease, the 
duration, quantity and quality of Mr. Green's employment 
activities must be analyzed. Petitioners1 submit that the use 
of water-pressure hoses for four days does not constitute the 
legal cause of Mr. Green's development of bilateral carpal 
tunnel syndrome. Accordingly, Mr. Green did not sustain a 
compensable industrial accident. 
Mr. Green's submission of evidence not contained in 
the record should be stricken because (1) petitioners did not 
have an opportunity to respond to that evidence below and, (2) 
that evidence does not address the issue presented on this 
appeal. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this d& day of August, 1990. 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER 
& NELSON 
Brad C. Betebenner 
Attorney for Petitioners 
Stouffer Foods Corporation 
and Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Company 
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MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that four true and correct copies o 
the foregoing instrument were mailed, first class, postage 
prepaid on this ^^ ^ day of August, 1990, to the following 
counsel of record: 
T. Jeffery Cottle, Esq. 
387 West Center 
Orem, Utah 84057 
Industrial Commission of Utah 
160 East 300 South 
P.O. Box 510250 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151-0250 
V\\g^H\V &~+-^ 
GREEN01/BCB 
8871-074 
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